BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks,
tap out the following
tap out the following
tap out the following
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
metronome set at 100bpm!
metronome set at 100bpm!
metronome set at 80bpm!
4444 L 2 2 L 2. 4 L 442

444 L 2. L 2 4 L 4 2

2 44 L 42 4 L 4$$4 L 1

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks,
tap out the following
tap out the following
tap out the following
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
metronome set at 75bpm!
metronome set at 100bpm!
metronome set at 60bpm!
4$4$ L 2 44 L 1 L $2 4

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

44$4 L 4@4 L 2 2 L 2. 4 442 L $4$4 L 2 $4 L 244

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks,
tap out the following
tap out the following
tap out the following
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
metronome set at 120bpm!
metronome set at 120bpm!
metronome set at 85bpm!
2. L 44$ L 2 $ L $44

2 4 L @4 L $44 L 444

2@ L 4$2 L 2. $ L 44$4

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks,
tap out the following
tap out the following
tap out the following
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
metronome set at 120bpm!
metronome set at 100bpm!
metronome set at 60bpm!
2 2 L 44$$ L 2. 4 L $2 4

2. $ L 444$ L 2 $4 L 1

2 4 L $44 L 2. L 4$4

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

BEAT-A-RHYTHM

Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks, Using a set of rhythm sticks,
tap out the following
tap out the following
tap out the following
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
rhythm with the
metronome set at 80bpm!
metronome set at 75bpm!
metronome set at 100bpm!
$44$ L 1 L 2 2 L $2 4

1 L 2 2 L @$4 L 442

2. L 444 L $2 L 42

Sorry…

FACE off!

BONUS card!

MISS a turn!

Pick someone from another Your team just got a FREE
team. Try to be the first to
point!
answer a rhythm question
chosen by your teacher!

Identify the
missing note!
4444 L 2

L 2. 4 L 442

Identify the
missing note!
4$4$ L 2 44 L

L $2 4

Identify the
missing note!
2. L 44$ L

$ L $44

Identify the
missing note!
444 L 2. L 2

L42

Identify the
missing note!
2 44 L 42 4 L 4 $4 L 1

Identify the
missing note!
44$4 L 4@4 L 2 2 L

Identify the
missing note!
4 4 2 L $4$4 L 2 $4 L 244

Identify the
missing note!
24L

4 L $44 L 444

Identify the
missing note!
2

L 4$2 L 2. $ L 44$4

Identify the
missing note!
2 2 L 44

$ L 2. 4 L $2 4

Identify the
missing note!
$44$ L

L 2 2 L $2 4

Sorry…

MISS a turn!

Identify the
missing note!
2. $ L 444$ L

$4 L 1

Identify the
missing note!
1 L 2 2 L @ 4 L 442

FACE off!

Identify the
missing note!
2 4 L $44 L

L 4$4

Identify the
missing note!
2. L 444 L $

L 42

BONUS card!

Pick someone from another Your team just got a FREE
team. Try to be the first to
point!
answer a rhythm question
chosen by your teacher!

Can you name
Can you name
Can you name
the correct time the correct time the correct time
signature?
signature?
signature?
4444 L 2 2 L 2. 4 L 442

444 L 2. L 2 4 L 4 2

2 44 L 42 4 L 4$$4 L 1

Can you name
Can you name
Can you name
the correct time the correct time the correct time
signature?
signature?
signature?
4$4$ L 2 44 L 1 L $2 4

44$4 L 4@4 L 2 2 L 2. 4 442 L $4$4 L 2 $4 L 244

Can you name
Can you name
Can you name
the correct time the correct time the correct time
signature?
signature?
signature?
2. L 44$ L 2 $ L $44

2 4 L @4 L $44 L 444

2@ L 4$2 L 2. $ L 44$4

Can you name
Can you name
Can you name
the correct time the correct time the correct time
signature?
signature?
signature?
2 2 L 44$$ L 2. 4 L $2 4

2. $ L 444$ L 2 $4 L 1

2 4 L $44 L 2. L 4$4

Can you name
Can you name
Can you name
the correct time the correct time the correct time
signature?
signature?
signature?
$44$ L 1 L 2 2 L $2 4

1 L 2 2 L @$4 L 442

2. L 444 L $2 L 42

Sorry…

FACE off!

BONUS card!

MISS a turn!

Pick someone from another Your team just got a FREE
team. Try to be the first to
point!
answer a rhythm question
chosen by your teacher!

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

4442$@$21

144@!442$

442!2.44$2@

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

$$2.1!22$4$41

$4$12.22.@4$4

4@@4$2.$144$

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

44$22.1@44!$

22$444!12.2$4$

$$2.412@$412,.$

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

442@12.$41442.

$4$2.2$$!14$2.2

$422.$1!44@$

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

How many beats
do you see?

4$@12@2.44$@

@!42.224$1$2@

2.442$$@42.!4

Sorry…

FACE off!

BONUS card!

MISS a turn!

Pick someone from another Your team just got a FREE
team. Try to be the first to
point!
answer a rhythm question
chosen by your teacher!

ROLL THE RHYTHM ROLL THE RHYTHM ROLL THE RHYTHM
DICE!
DICE!
DICE!
Roll 20 rhythm dice. Add
up the beats and name
how many possible
measures there are in 3/4
time using the dice.

Roll 15 rhythm dice. Add up
the beats and name how
many possible measures
there are in 3/4 time using
the dice.

Roll 12 rhythm dice. Add
up the beats and name
how many possible
measures there are in 3/4
time using the dice.

ROLL THE RHYTHM ROLL THE RHYTHM ROLL THE RHYTHM
DICE!
DICE!
DICE!
Roll 20 rhythm dice. Add
up the beats and name
how many possible
measures there are in 4/4
time using the dice.

Roll 15 rhythm dice. Add up
the beats and name how
many possible measures
there are in 4/4 time using
the dice.

Roll 12 rhythm dice. Add
up the beats and name
how many possible
measures there are in 4/4
time using the dice.

Grab a white
board!

Grab a white
board!

Grab a white
board!

Start the one minute timer. Start the one minute timer. Start the one minute timer.
Using a white board and
Using a white board and
Using a white board and
marker, draw as many
marker, draw as many
marker, draw as many
measures in ¾ time as
measures in ¾ time as
measures in ¾ time as
possible!
possible!
possible!

Grab a white
board!

Grab a white
board!

Grab a white
board!

Start the one minute timer. Start the one minute timer. Start the one minute timer.
Using a white board and
Using a white board and
Using a white board and
marker, draw as many
marker, draw as many
marker, draw as many
measures in ¾ time as
measures in ¾ time as
measures in ¾ time as
possible!
possible!
possible!

GRAB a TIME
SIGNATURE card!

GRAB a TIME
SIGNATURE card!

GRAB a TIME
SIGNATURE card!

Using a white board, your
teacher will draw 2-3
measures. Can you flash
the correct time signature
sign?

Using a white board, your
teacher will draw 2-3
measures. Can you flash
the correct time signature
sign?

Using a white board, your
teacher will draw 2-3
measures. Can you flash
the correct time signature
sign?

Sorry…

FACE off!

BONUS card!

MISS a turn!

Pick someone from another Your team just got a FREE
team. Try to be the first to
point!
answer a rhythm question
chosen by your teacher!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer,
draw 3 measures of notes draw 4 measures of notes draw 5 measures of notes
& rests in ¾ time.
& rests in 4/4 time.
& rests in 2/4 time.

Build measures!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer,
draw 2 measures of notes draw 4 measures of notes draw 4 measures of notes
& rests in 4/4 time.
& rests in 3/4 time.
& rests in 2/4 time.

Build measures!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer,
draw 3 measures of rests
draw 4 measures of rests
draw 3 measures of rests
only in ¾ time.
only in 4/4 time.
only in 2/4 time.

Build measures!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer,
draw 3 measures of notes draw 4 measures of notes draw 3 measures of notes
only in ¾ time.
only in 4/4 time.
only in 2/4 time.

Build measures!

Build measures!

Build measures!

Ask a player from an
opposing team to pick a
time signature. Using the
one minute timer, draw 3
measures in the time
signature chosen.

Ask a player from an
opposing team to pick a
time signature. Using the
one minute timer, draw 4
measures in the time
signature chosen.

Ask a player from an
opposing team to pick a
time signature. Using the
one minute timer, draw 2
measures in the time
signature chosen.

Challenge card!

Challenge card!

Challenge card!

Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer, Using the one minute timer,
draw 5 measures in 4/4
draw 5 measure in ¾ time
draw 6 measures in 2/4
time using at least 4 rests!
using at least 4 rests!
time using at least 3 rests!

Rally
Rally
Rally
with
with
with
rhythms! rhythms! rhythms!
Rally
Rally
Rally
with
with
with
rhythms! rhythms! rhythms!
Rally
Rally
Rally
with
with
with
rhythms! rhythms! rhythms!

